
i-metadataAssetImporter

With i-metadataAssetImporter we have developed a tool which significantly speeds up the simultaneous archiving of 

varying assets.

  Because the interfaces to other software make Cumulus the most liked Digital Asset Management (DAM) system, 

we continue developing them tailored to the needs of our customers – since Cumulus grows with the requirements of its 

users.

Even when a picture database has already been installed in an enterprise, additio-

nal pictures or other digital assets such as presentations or films are rarely archived 

one at a time. In most cases several pictures are recorded out of a folder. A time 

consuming task, above all while for all pictures the metadata such as categories, 

keywords, color, date, photographer, etc. have to be registered. 

What are the features of i-metadataAssetImporter?

With i-metadataAssetImporter the archiving process can significantly accelerated. 

The repeated entry or the metadata is omitted provided they have already been 

filled-in in an Excel table. Furthermore, with i-metadataAssetImporter it is possible 

at a later point in time to add, change metadata to assets already archived, or to 

adopt contents of another database into Cumulus.

How is i-metadataAssetImporter used?

The tool offers valuable assistance when transferring metadata from other databa-

ses or when migrating metadata form other picture archiving systems into Cumu-

lus.

Furthermore the tool supports users at batch scanning and capturing metadata 

existing in analog form in conventional archives. Those metadata are usually recor-

ded in Excel tables. With i-metadataAssetImporter the metadata together with the 

assets themselves can be entered into Cumulus in one single step. 
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Being a well established integrator of digital asset management (DAM) solutions, multimedia and web services, interaktion gmbh

implements tailored customer specific solutions. Our services span the full range of consult-ing during the planning phase, implemen-

ting of DAM solutions, creating customer specific interfaces and up to user training.

For more information visit www.interaktion.ch, or call +41 (0)44 269 80 40
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